
We can 

We will  

Do It 

Hi, my name is Bhavanishanker Sharma (you can call me BSS) and I am running for the 

position of Student President in Full Time Officer Elections 2021 because education has 

always been something close to my heart. Practicing education is like aceramic learning, it’s 

simply a passion. Followings are my objectives: 

1) GCU PODCAST  

 Entity towards mental wellbeing, promoting and creating awareness online/offline 

into youth centred workshops of mental wellbeing for all the GCU community.  

 GCU PODCAST will cover ∆PQR concept 3P’s: personal engagement, professional 

engagement, and practical engagement; 2Q’s: questions arise why to do (mental 

wellness on skillset in/at current situation) and what will be the difference 

(Personal/professional growth) & 1R: Results going on developing best from #ONE 

to actual world. 

2) GCU ON THE FEET CAMPAIGN  

 Believe to grow GCU and welcome all smart multi-cultural diversity ecosystem 

under #ONE banner to deliver equality, encouragement, promotion, and 

involvement into the vast numbers of departments, clubs, society & individual 

groups of GCU. 

3) I.C.E. minded GCU Students  

 Involving the mentoring and investors panel from national/international personalities 

to do active pulling out of the hidden innovators, competitors, and entrepreneurship 

(ICE) among GCU Students at macro scale projects onto ground zero. 

4) Sustainable platform in pool campaign with national/ international University 

(set up an interphase with them) 

 Cope up to Learning (is earning) and sharing (is caring) environment in alternative 

embodiments/arrangements of reputed University. 

 Internship/job placement ecosystem to students understanding towards current 

market trends and scenario. 

5) 15 minutes Class Breaking Intervals 

 Effective Learning: According to the psychological research, a normal person can 

attend lecture with 70% efficiency, up to 45 minutes in terms of achieving best 

results. The lectures should be distributed in blocks of 45 minutes each. 


